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AWCC LAUNCHES iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus IN AFGHANISTAN

	Kabul, Afghanistan ? November 15, 2016 ? Afghan Wireless Communication Company (AWCC) (www.afghan-wireless.com

), the nation's leading mobile communications company, and Afghanistan's only authorized distributor of iPhone, announced the

launch of iPhone 7 and the iPhone 7 Plus the world's most advanced mobile communications device.

Featuring new camera systems, immersive stereo speakers and the longest battery life of any iPhone, the iPhone 7 and the iPhone 7

Plus are the most sophisticated and technologically advanced mobile devices available in the world today. Afghan Wireless

customers will soon be able to purchase the iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus in 32GB, 128GB and 256GB editions.

Afghan Wireless leadership position as Afghanistan's first Apple Certified Network and the country's only authorized distributor of

iPhone, means that we can provide our customer with the world's most sophisticated, sought-after, and technologically innovative

mobile communications devices,? said Mr. Amin Ramin, AWCC's Managing Director. ?Offering the iPhone 7 and the Phone 7 Plus

to AWCC's customers is our latest, successful step in providing our fellow Afghans the most progressive and powerful ways of

connecting with one another?and the globe.?

About Afghan Wireless:

Afghan Wireless Communication Company (AWCC) (www.afghan-wireless.com), is Afghanistan's first wireless

communications company and the founder of Afghanistan's wireless communications market. Launched in 2002 by Dr. Ehsanollah
Bayat, Chairman of the Bayat Group (www.bayat-group.com), AWCC provides 2.5G, 3G and High-Speed 3.75G+ Voice, Data,

Internet and Mobile Payment Services to more than five million Business and Consumer Clients, located in all of Afghanistan's

thirty-four provinces. The Company has global partnerships with 425 wireless carrier networks in 125 countries.

Mr. Amin Ramin-Managing Director, Afghan Wireless unboxing the first iPhone 7 in Afghanistan
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